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1.

This is Generation Zero’s submission on the Regional Land Transport Plan (RLTP) and
the Regional Public Transport Plan (RPTP). While these are two separate documents we
have combined our submission as our recommendations are relevant to both. In our
submission we will refer to both of these plans as the Wellington Regional Transport
Plans (WRTP).

Our key recommendations and messages on the Wellington Region Transport Plans
2.

3.

Local Government in the region needs to act decisively to decarbonise our transport
system. Transport is a large emitter in the Wellington region and reducing its emissions
is critical to meet Aotearoa’s goal to be zero carbon by 2050 or earlier and will provide
multiple health, social and economic benefits.
The WRTP needs to respond to the need to decarbonise our transport system by making
public and active transport the default mode of transport in Wellington. To achieve this,
we thing the following actions need to be included in the Wellington Region Transport
Plans:
3.1.
The targets for emissions reductions, public transport use and safety in the
WRTP must be more ambitious.
3.2.
The WRTP must uphold Te Tiriti o Waitangi and ensure Māori are enabled by a
changing transport system.
3.3.
Decision making needs to be faster and account for the cost of carbon emissions.
3.4.
The WRTP should ensure all busses, trains and ferries are electric by 2030 or
earlier.
3.5.
People who work to provide public transport must be paid the living wage (at
minimum) and have excellent working conditions.
3.6.
Public transport fares need to be more affordable, particularly for people on lower
incomes.
3.7.
The public transport system needs to increase its coverage, frequency and
reliability across the Wellington region.
3.8.
A comprehensive system of transport hubs and Park’n’Ride facilities that promote
urban intensification must be developed, however park and ride facilities must be
priced and not placed in areas earmarked for intensification.
3.9.
The transport system must be accessible for people with a diverse range of
access needs and provide safe and usable shelters.
3.10.
The WRTP should reallocate money away from polluting modes and towards
public and active transport

The targets for emissions reductions, public transport use and safety in the WRTP must
be more ambitious
4.

The WRTP’s goal for 30% reduction in emissions for transport by 2030 must be
increased to 50% reduction by 2030.

5.

This reduction target is required to align with expert advice that carbon emissions need
to be significantly reduced over the next ten years if we are going to meet Aotearoa’s
goals to be zero carbon by 2050.

6.

While this is an ambitious target we think it is non negotiable as decarbonising transport
will lead to a higher quality of life in the Wellington region. Additionally the Wellington
region has the ability to decarbonise its transport system given its highly urbanised
population.

7.

The WRTP’s goal for 40% increase in public and active transport use by 2030 needs to
be more ambitious if we are to meet a 50% reduction in transport emissions by 2030.

8.

We would expect this target to be between 50 and 60% but note that analysis will need
to be done to determine what it will need to be to meet the emissions reduction goal.

9.

We think a target for active transport use should also be set. We would expect this to be
between 20 to 30% but note analysis will need to be done to determine what it will need
to be to meet the emissions reduction goal.

10.

The WRTP’s goal for 40% reduction in transport related deaths and injuries is not
acceptable and should align with the Government’s Vision Zero goal and be set at zero.

11.

We agree with research that shows that usership of active and public transport will
increase if its actual and perceived safety improves. We also note that injuries and
fatalities for active and public transport are lower than those for private vehicle use.

The WRTP must uphold Te Tiriti o Waitangi an ensure Māori are enabled by changing
transport system
12.

GWRC needs to ensure they are upholding Te Tiriti o Waitangi, by giving Māori decision
making powers, engaging with them on all projects and ensuring that policies to
decarbonise transport benefit Tangata Whenua.

13.

While we don't know what a joint decision making model could look like we suggest
looking at options like voting rights on subcommittees. We also encourage GWRC
establishing several Māori wards to ensure Māori have a real voice on Council.

14.

Māori should be involved at the early stages of transport projects and compensated to
provide their advice throughout. They should be supported to identify risks and
opportunities and councils should be required to act upon these issues.

Decision making needs to be faster and account for the cost of carbon emissions
15.

Meeting the emissions, usership and safety targets we have recommended above will
require decisions to be made in a considered and efficient way.

16.

The WRTP should require all projects on transport to assess their impacts on climate
emissions and identify options to further reduce these. This will ensure decision makers

and the public understand the impact of the decisions and elevate the consideration of
carbon emissions to the same level as financial considerations.
17.

The WRTP should also require all transport projects to assess their impact on Māori and
marginalized communities and identify options to avoid risk and maximize benefits. This
will require targeted consultation where people are compensated for their time and
advice. Doing this will help decision makers and the public understand the wider impact
of decisions and ensure decisions don’t continue to harm these communities.

18.

We also think that consultation with the general public needs to be streamlined
recognizing that decisions on active and public transport can often spark backlash that is
unlikely to be resolved through extensive consultation. We think this can be done by
setting broad objectives on the district level then undertaking targeted consultation on
the specifics of each project.

The WRTP should ensure all busses, trains and ferries are electric by 2030 or earlier
19.

We also think that all busses, trains and ferries should be electric by 2030 or earlier.
This will decarbonise the public transport fleet and lead by example.

20.

All future procurement for public transport shall set this goal as a key requirement. We
would also expect councils to work with Central Government if the procurement of these
vehicles from overseas markets is an issue.

21.

We anticipate that the fiscal impact of this, compared to the costs, is minimal. Most
diesel public transport vehicles/rolling stock are up for renewal before 2030. The
marginal difference in extra capital cost is offset by the savings on maintenance and fuel.
Battery technology is sufficiently mature for busses and hybrid trains (and ferries) and
will only get better.

22.

Electrification also provides additional co-benefits that increases mode-shift. Quieter
vehicles that perform well pulling out from stops and up our tall hills without revving is
valued by customers. Air quality at bus hubs, especially in the central city, is extremely
poor. Diesel particles contribute to respiratory issues and the noise and fumes in those
environments can dissuade people from taking public transport.

People who work to provide public transport must be paid the living wage (at minimum)
and have excellent working conditions
23.

We need to ensure public transport staff are paid the living wage at a minimum. Ideally
they should be paid more as they provide a vital essential service to the Wellington
region.

24.

Greater Wellington Regional Council must make this a new requirement in any new
service contract and amend existing contracts to make it a requirement. Contract should
also have penalty clauses that require providers to pay a fine if they do not provide the
living wage, or adopt measures to avoid it.

25.

We also think current and future contracts should be amended to provide good working
conditions for all drivers with frequent breaks and good resting facilities. We are aware
that drivers have not had these conditions before. Lack of good working conditions send
the wrong message to staff that provide an essential service and discourage people
from working for public transport providers.

26.

All future contracts with public transport providers should be developed in consultation
with public transport staff and the relevant unions. We will not accept a race to the
bottom approach where drivers pay and conditions are not a key consideration.

Public transport fares need to be more affordable, particularly for young people and
those on benefits
27.

We are concerned that the cost of public transport can be significant and this has a
significant impact on people who have no other option but to use public transport. We
also understand that the cost of public transport can discourage people from using it as it
is often more cost effective to drive.

28.

We think that the cost of public transport should be reduced for everyone in Wellington
with even lower rates targeted at people on lower incomes or financial support such as
university students and beneficiaries.

29.

We would support a fare system similar to Fairer Fares that Generation Zero and other
campaign groups advocated for in Auckland. You can find out about it here.

The public transport system needs to increase its coverage, frequency and reliability
acorss the Wellington region.
30.

The WRTP should increase the coverage, frequency and reliability of its bus and train
services across the Wellington region. We think this will lead to an increase in
patronage.

31.

The frequency of services should be increased across the network, especially at peak
times and during the weekend. All core routes should have at least 10 minute headways
from early till late by 2030.

32.

The reliability of services should also be improved. While services may be cancelled or
delayed this can have a significant impact on people’s trust in the public transport
system.

33.

The Kāpiti Line should be extended to Otaki.

34.

The Capital Connection to Palmerston North should also run in the weekends and be
funded through rates to decrease the cost of the service. We think this line should be
similar to the existing Wairarapa Line.

35.

Frequent bus service between the Airport and from Wellington, Lower and Upper Hutt
and the Kāpiti Coast should be provided. This service must be the same cost as all other
services and be integrated with the Snapper and Real Time Information (RTI) systems.

36.

A programme of RTI board and bus stop shelters should be implemented for customer
comfort.

A comprehensive system of transport hubs and Park’n’Ride facilities that promote urban
intensification must be developed, however park and ride facilities must be priced and
not placed in areas earmarked for intensification.
37.

The RPTP should develop a network of transport hubs in Wellington, the Hutt, Porirua
and Kāpiti Coast that provide easy connections between trains and busses. These hubs
should provide good public space and encourage urban intensification in the area.

38.

This improved network must be serviced by several hubs in Wellington, Lower Hutt,
Upper Hutt, and Kāpit. These hubs should provide seamless connection between trains
and busses and should minimise waiting times.

39.

These hubs should also encourage intensification in the surrounding area as required by
the National Policy Statement for Urban Development. All District and Regional Plans
should be amended accordingly once these hubs are put in place and made operational.

40.

This should be in coordination with Kainga Ora and the local authority to development
high and medium density mixed use developments around the station: Transit-Oriented
development. See New Lynn station in West Auckland as an example of this.

41.

Hubs can provide greater pedestrian amenity, bike parking, shelter, community and
mana whenua co-design and mixed use developments. Park and ride spaces can be
done underground or vertically. Or removed all together due to their low value and
ridership compared to replacing them with housing.

Our specific requirements for a Park and Ride facility
42.

Park and ride must be priced. This should not be a political decision but set automatically
every 6-12months to ensure an average occupancy of roughly 95%. This is best
practice. A distinction needs to be made between capacity and availability. Pricing
ensures there is always availability and also tells the council how highly valued that land
is. Park and rides often fill up very early in the morning, and those who might really have
no option but to drive to the station cannot access it once it is full.

43.

Council should also consider better value investments in feeder bus services, bike and
ride, pedestrian improvements and replacement of (some or all) car parking with housing
and shops.

44.

Often park and rides are in the most valuable land in the city (next to a major hub) yet is
priced at zero dollars per hour resulting in an extremely wasteful use of land. Waterloo

and Porirua station should have little to no parking. Even a large looking park and ride
still only generates enough riders to fill one peak hour train.
45.

Outer edge stations like the top of the Kapiti line, Wairarapa and Upper Hutt would be
appropriate for Park and Ride. These should still be priced if occupancy regularly
exceeds 90%. And redevelopment of land into housing and shops near those stations is
still vital.

The transport system must be accessible for people with a diverse range of access
needs and provide safe and usable shelters
46.

The WRTP should make public transport available to everyone by ensuring disability
access, making it safer for pedestrians to get to and from bus stops and train stations,
and providing good information and shelters at all stops.

47.

A good public transport system should be usable by anyone regardless of their access
needs. Councils must work with groups that represent people with diverse access needs
to ensure all stops and services can accommodate them.

48.

Bus and trains stops must provide a safe areas to wait for services and provide up to
date information on when the next services are expected to arrive. This will make the
whole system safer and more reliable.

The WRTP should reallocate money away from polluting modes and towards public and
active transport
49.

Much of the money in the WRTP is committed to new roads and road maintenance.
Much of this money has disappointly been allocated by central government and this
consultation cannot change that.

50.

However, road maintenance represents a massive cost on ratepayers and an unfair
burden on those that have minimal impact on roads like cyclists and public transport
users. The council should look to make all road maintenance contingent on safe,
accessible and mode-shift upgrades. This would have minimal fiscal cost but would
reduce congestion and incidents, encourage mode-shift and make non-private car
modes more efficient and desirable. See this Greater Auckland article for more details.

